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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to develop a fixture that locates the component precisely and proficiently. The system follows
3-2-1 procedure of clamping, which provides the component the capacity to be immobile under various cutting forces while
machine in a vertical milling machine. The purpose of the system is to eliminate individual marking, positioning and
frequent checking. The proposed system of fixture provides the manufacturer uniform quality of manufacturing and also
facilitates error free mass production of the component. The clamping position of the fixtures, the kinematic constraint
balance and the cutting forces are taken into account for the design of the fixture. This fixture is first of its kind. The
fixture not only holds the component efficiently and stable but also reduces the setup time.

1. INTRODUCTION
Gear shafts provide the rotation that allows one gear to engage with and turn another and contains a set of keyways
in the shaft. The keyway slots functions as a locking mechanism, which locks the keys of corresponding gears in
place constraining the linear and rotational motion of the gears locked. Essentially, the gear shaft is the axle of the
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gear, providing the rotation that allows one gear to engage with and turn another. Figure 1 illustrates the example of
a motor cycle gear shaft.
A key and the keyways make up a keyed joint, to secure usually the hub and the shaft constraining relative
movement between a power transmitting shaft and an attached component, but do not constrain the motion of the
whole component or combination. Keyed joints are important part of mechanical power transmission elements shaft
and couplings, where it ensures the connection transmits the load, power and rotation without slipping. A slot,
machined on the shaft to accommodate the key, thus making a keyed joint is called keyway.

Figure 1: Motorcycle Gear Shaft.
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1.1 Fixture
The requirement of the fixture is minimizing deformation of work piece. With the help of fixture, operation time is
considerably reduced and machining become easy. Fixture is also beneficial for reducing cycle time and increasing
production rate. [1]
1.2 Principles of Locations
Any free body can move along the three axes x, y and z. It may also rotate about these three axes. If the operation to be
done on the cylindrical object requires restriction of the above mentioned free movements also, then some more locating
provisions must also be integrated in addition to use of the V-block.[2]
1.2.1 Principle of Fixture Designing
The major portion of fixture designing is spent on deciding how to locate the work piece in fixture. Any free body has a
total of 12 degree of freedom. 6 translational degrees of freedom and 6 rotational degrees of freedom. From these 12
degrees of freedom, 9 degrees of freedom should be restricted, rest 3 degrees of freedom should be keep free for loading
and unloading of job [3].

Figure 2: The Twelve Degrees of Freedom [3].
1.3 Locating Function
Locating a work piece on a fixture is similar to feature matching. The geometry of the work piece surface appears as datum
points, lines or surfaces for locating. The fixture then provides a matching geometry to constrain the movement of the work
piece. For example, a datum line on the work piece can be matched by a plane or by two tangent points, such that an arc on
the work piece can be in contact with two tangent points, simultaneously. There are many varieties in physical shapes using
in fixture location. The two- tangent-point location is made simply by two cylindrical pins, but its modifications can be a
V-block, two curved surfaces, two intersecting planes, etc. Figure 2 shows some commonly used geometry matching
examples in locating, along with their physical shapes. The locating functions illustrated can be written in the following
form [4]
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Figure 3: Different Type of Locating Function (L 1 to 6) [4]..
The first argument in the interpolations is the locating datum of the work piece. The second argument is the
locating method on the fixture. The locating method can be found by giving the work piece locating datum. [4]

2. ELEMENTS OF FIXTURES
•

Base Plate:: A base plate is the most important part of the fixture system which holds all the parts/components of
the system. The base plate is made to absorb the vibrations of the machine for this purpose the base plate is
connected
ed to the bed of a machine. [5]

•

Locating and Guiding System:
System: The location has to meet dimensional necessities of the workpiece stated on the
component drawing. Location should be done on the most precise surface of the work part. The main purpose is to
prevent linear and rotary motion of the work piece along and around
around the three axes X, Y and Z.

•

Clamping:: Clamping elements clutches the workpiece firmly engaged with location elements during operations.
A fixture may have one or more clamping devices
devic to clamp the work piece. [5]

•

Locating System: The locating system is used be in conjunction with the clamping system to completely
constraining the work piece or eliminate as many of the six degree of freedom as are necessary
necess
for the operations
to be completed with the required accuracy. [5]

Figure 4: Elements of Fixture.
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3. FIXTURE REQUIREMENTS
The objective is to mill two keyway slots [8mm and 6mm respectively] on a gear shaft of given dimension. End milling is
the preferred operation. The fixture must mount on standard vertical milling machine. Clamping forces must withstand
cutting tool forces by a factor of safety of 3.0.
The project focuses on the design and fabrication of fixture which can be installed on any vertical milling
machine. It will integrate cutting of keyways for gears of different dimensions. These will not only make the manufa also
cut down on its manufacturing cost and the result is reduced selling cost of gear shafts with a keyway slot.

4. METHODOLOGY
Base plate is located on the bed of the milling machine such that its orientation with respect to each axis is
orthogonal, a key is provided which sits to the machine bed ensures the proper locating of the base plate as it sits in
the t-slot gap.
Two V blocks are used to hold at each side of the component. The first set of V blocks is fixed to the base plate
and the component is placed between as shown in the figure. A moving set of v blocks are then placed at the other side of
the component, which is tighten by two bolts connected/held by the clamp plate , these v blocks are used to hold and clamp
the component
Clamp Plate is fixed to one side of the base plate and has two through hole where an M16 bolt runs through. The
clamp plate provides a rigid support to clamping compared to the idea of using a clamp which is held by a grove in v-block
is ineffective.
M16 bolt: M16 bolt provides the clamping force. Instead of clamping the component, the bolt clamps the vblock together thus tightening both the v blocks with the component. This scheme prevents damage to the component
by the bolt.

5. DESIGN AND DEVOLOPMENT
5.1 Milling Parameters
Width of slotWidth1 ‘b1’ofslot=8m2 ‘b2’ = 6mm
Speed of cutting tool N1= 800 rpm [8mm slot] Speed of cutting tool N2 = 1200 rpm [6mm slot] Depth of slot‘d’=3mm
Diameter of workpiece @ slot 1 ‘D1’mm = 25
Diameter of workpiece @ slot 2 ‘D2’ = 40 mm
5.2 Cutting speed [VC]
VC = 1000
Where D = Diameter of workpiece [mm]
N = Speed of the cutting tool [rpm] [N = 1000 rpm]
Vc1= (π*D1*N)/(1000) =75.398 m/min
Vc2= ((π*D2*N)/1000) =150.79 m/min
Impact Factor (JCC): 8.8746
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5.3 Feed[f]
Where VC = cutting speed [mm]
N = Speed of the cutting tool [rpm]
f1 = 75.398/800 =0.094 m/rev
f2 = 150.79/1200 =0.125 m/rev
5.4 Cutting force [Fc]
Fc4.5∗

∗∗ ∗

Where K= Material constant [Mild Steel] [8.5 * 103]
f = feed rate
d = slot depth [mm]
b = slot width [mm
Fc1 = (4.5 * 8.5 * 800 * 0.0942 * 8 * 3)/ (75.398) = 915.58 N [cutting force of slot 1]
Fc2 = (4.5 * 8.5 * 1200 * 0.1256* 6 * 3)/ (150.69) =685.34 N [cutting force of slot 2]
As Fc1>Fc2 the fixture is designed considering Fc1
5.5 Allowable Shear Stress [τ ] all
Yield strength of plate material, Ϩ = 200 N/mm2
Factor of Safety = 3
0.5 Ϩ =
τall =

0.5∗200
3
= 33.33 N/mm2

6. DESIGN OF PARTS
6.1 Component
The component is a primary gear shaft. The component houses 2 keyway slots of 6mm and 8 mm which are to be mated
with two gears bearing the key of respective dimensions. The 2D and 3D model of the component is shown in figure 5 and
6 respectively

Figure 5: Component.
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Figure 6: 3D Model of the Component.
6.2 Base Plate
Base plate is the main component of this milling fixture. The whole assembly of the fixture rests on the base plate. The
base plate is heavy to possess high damping capacity. The figure 7 shows 2D drawing of milling fixture plate and figure 8
shows 3D model.

Figure 7: Base Plate.

Figure 8: 3-D Model of Base Plate.

6.3 V-Block
V block locates and holds the component accurately on the plate and also clamps the component. V block used is of
standard dimension with modifications made with respect to the thickness. V blocks are fixed to
t the base plate with the
help of M6 Allen bolts and component is clamped to the v block and held in place by M16 hexagon bolts. figure 9 & 10
shows the drawing and 3d model of the VV Block used.
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Figure 10: 3D Model of V-block

6.4 Clamp Plate
A 10 mm thick clamp plate is fastened to one side of the base plate. The main job of clamp plate is to provide a firm
clamping. Comparing to other clamping methods, the use of clamp plate makes the clamping more rigid and holds the
component and the v block together. The figure 11 & 12 illustrates 2D & 3D model of the clamp plate.

Figure 11: 2-Dimage
Dimage of Clamp Plate.

Figure 12: 3D Model
odel of Clamp Plate.

6.5 Gauge Block
A gauge block is a system used for precise lengths. The need of gauge block in the fixture system is to calibrate the cutting
tool/end mill cutter of the milling machine to the height of the key way slot to be done. The distance from the surface of the
th
base plate to the tip of the shaft, where the key way needs to be cut is defined as the length of the gauge block. The system
is illustrated below with both the 3D model and 2D Drawing in figures 13 and 14 respectively.
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Figure 13: Gauge Block
lock.

Figure 15: Assembly of Fixture.

Figure 14: Gauge Block
lock 3D Model.

Figure16: Fabricated Model of the Fixture.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the fixture system is to solve the problems faced by end milling keyway on a gear shaft. The fixture not only
holds the component efficiently but also moderates the setup time, and thus delivers mass production of the component
with ease. The component selected is an industrial component, and thus industrial standards are followed strictly. In
addition, the parts of the system are replaceable and the fixture can be upgraded with reference to further
furth upgrade of the
component.
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